Phone # 306 682-0772
Email: haus.stitches@sasktel.net
P.O. Box 2458
Humboldt, Sk S0K 2A0

Supply List
Wonky Log Cabin
Instructor: Bonny Voice
Sewing supplies
●Sewing machine in good working order, with manual, foot control, power cord and all
accessories including 1/4" foot
●Basic sewing supplies
●Machine needles for piecing. I recommend size 10 denim needles
●Good quality thread for piecing
●Rotary cutter and cutting mat
●12 1/2” or 15 1/2” square up ruler, 6” x 12” ruler and/or 6” x 24” ruler
●Machine quilting thread and needles if you think you might get that far in class

Fabric Supplies
Choose character blocks for the centre of each bigger block. For example, I used African animals
for the class sample. The finished blocks will be approximately 10” square so choose character
blocks that are smaller than that. If you want to use large character blocks you can, but your
finished blocks will be larger of course. The guideline for the number of character blocks required
is that one character block is required to make
one 10” square. So if you want to make a:
 30” x 40” baby quilt and then add a border, you require 12 character blocks
 50” x 70”lap quilt or double quilt and then add a border, you require 35 character blocks
 60” x 80” queen quilt and then add a border you require 48 character blocks
Sashing between the borders is optional. I used sashing for the class sample. I recommend 1/2”
or 1” wide sashing. Have 1/2 m minimum for the baby quilt and 1 m minimum for the larger
sizes.
To make the logs you’ll want small amounts of lots of fabrics. Use a collection of light, mediums,
darks. First of all, look in your scraps. Any width of strips will work. Bring lots of small pieces of
fabrics and if you’re purchasing fabric, I suggest fat quarters, or 1/4m to 1/3m cuts.
To make the filler blocks, bring at least three .2m cuts of lights and three .2m cuts of
medium/darks.
The borders will be discussed in class. You can bring border fabric if you want or do some Haus
of Stitches shopping between the 2 class days.
To make the filler blocks, bring at least three .2m cuts of lights and three .2m cuts of
medium/darks.
Backing fabric and batting is optional as you might not get to that stage, but if you’re a fast sewer
bring it along.

If you have any questions feel free to contact me after Mar. 2nd.
bonnyvoice@gmail.com
306-715-4116

 Optional: your own chair and/or cushion to sit on, light
 Please put your name on all your supplies.
 If you do not have access to any listed supplies please phone or email your

order to us ahead of time to ensure your supplies will be waiting for you when
you arrive at the conference at our on-site store

